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4 Special Situation Cards
1 Muster Card
Each player will need a Battleground: Fantasy Warfare faction and access to the Monsters and Mercenaries
expansion, unless you use the optional mercenaries rule.
The maps of Battleground: Kingdoms have been designed so that in any given round, all of the battlefields
can be made using terrain from a single Battleground: Fantasy Warfare Terrain Pack. If you do not have a
Terrain Pack, you can represent terrain using felt or construction paper. (Unless you’re really cheap like Dave
Humpherys, you should go buy a Terrain Pack.)

Introduction
Battleground: Kingdoms can be used as a scenario generator to create a single battle or as a system to create a
complete campaign. It can also be used to run tournaments.
Battleground: Kingdoms is ideal for generating a scenario for a single battle. A Muster Card is included
specifically to allow players to create single battles with the Scenario Cards and Map Cards that are also used
for campaigns.
When playing a campaign, each player controls the fate of a kingdom: he will receive gold each round, which
he will then use to purchase resources that improve his ability to make war. He will win Victory Points (VPs)
in battles, which are fought using Battleground: Fantasy Warfare. The winner of the campaign will be the
player that best combines prowess on the battlefield with shrewd management of his treasury.
A Battleground: Kingdoms campaign is played in rounds, during which players pair off to fight one-on-one
battles. If you have an odd number of players you will have to assign one player a bye each round. A player
receiving a bye will get the equivalent result to a draw in battle.
A standard campaign lasts for ten rounds. If you would like to play an entire campaign over the course of a long
weekend, you may prefer a nine round campaign with three rounds each day, omitting one of the middle (blue)
rounds. If you want to try a short campaign, we recommend five rounds (two red, two blue, and one green) with
doubled gold income each round.
If you want to add a new player to the campaign after it starts, simply assign him an amount of gold equal to
the amount earned by the players so far, and allow him to buy resources using that treasury. Assign him Victory
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Points equal to the player in last place.
A Battleground: Kingdoms campaign may be played in one of two modes: conquest or team. A conquest
campaign is the default: in this mode, each player is out for himself, and every other player is his enemy. In a
team campaign, players divide as evenly as possible into two teams. Players can only fight against players on
the opposing team, and it is the team that wins or loses the campaign, rather than an individual player. In team
campaigns with an odd number of players, the team with an extra player will need to have one of its members
take a bye each round.
You can download a blank score sheet and find a sample sheet, filled out with the results of an example
campaign at: www.yourmovegames.com/pages/kingdoms
Battleground: Kingdoms is a living system and we hope you’ll participate in its growth. Once you’ve played
a campaign with the rules as written, we encourage you to experiment—create your own scenarios, maps, and
resources, change the cost of resources etc. Visit our forums at: www.yourmovegames.com/forum to share
your ideas with others, and see what they’ve been trying.
We will continue to add to Battleground: Kingdoms online, using your ideas as well as our own. Look for
new maps and scenario cards as well as alternate Kingdom Resource Trees at:
www.yourmovegames.com/pages/kingdoms
In addition, you will find an FAQ, detailed explanations of the scenario cards and a full-sized, updated rulebook
in PDF form.
You can run a Battleground: Kingdoms tournament, either as a short campaign, or by using the rules for
generating scenarios from Scenario Cards, Map Cards, and the Muster Card.
Note: Players will build a new army each round of the tournament.
Simply add up the total VPs won at the end of the tournament to determine the winner.

Generating Scenarios
Instead of playing a complete campaign, you may generate a scenario for a single battle.Each player decides
which faction he will be playing. Then, roll 2d6 and consult the Muster Card to see what color you should
consult on the Scenario Card and what types of units you may purchase. (The Muster Card is not used in a
campaign, and is included solely for this purpose).
Next, deal out a Scenario Card and a Map Card, making sure that the Scenario Card is appropriate for the color
rolled on the Muster Card, and that the Map Card is legal for the Scenario. If a Special Situation Card is dealt,
then deal another Scenario Card to go with it (discarding other Special Situation cards). If a Special Situation
Card is being used, roll a die to see which particular Special Situation applies to this scenario.
Finally, determine who will be the Attacker and who will be the Defender by bidding army build points for
sides. Randomly select one player to bid first. He declares whether he wants to be the attacker or the defender,
and how many points he is bidding. The initial bid may be zero. Players then alternate bidding, until one player
is unwilling to outbid the other. All bids must be in multiples of 10.
The player that bid the most points earns the right to play his preferred side, but must subtract the number of
points he bid from the points he uses to build his army. The losing bidder does not deduct any points from his
available total.
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Scenario Cards
Scenario Cards contain the following information (See figure 1).
Eligibility: These colored shapes indicate when the scenario is eligible to be played, either because of the roll
on the Muster Card (if you’re just generating a single battle), or because of the round of the campaign (see
Phase 1: Setup for details). In a standard (10-round) campaign, rounds 1-3 are red, 4-7 are blue and 8-10 are
green.
Map or Unit Restrictions (if any): Some scenarios don’t allow flying units; others cannot be paired with
Points available for
army building

Colored shapes indicate rounds this
scenario can appear

Map or unit restrictions
Command
Actions

Border Defense
Border Defense

No Flying units
Both: { 2000, 2500 } muster points
Both: { 4, 5 } command actions per turn

Scenario Points
Victor
Loser

Description

Special Situation

>= { 900, 1200, 1500 }
4+
2>= { 150, 200, 250 }
4
2
< { 150, 200, 250 }

The defender may secretly deploy up to one unit in
or touching each terrain objective. Record positions
on map card. Reveal the unit when it fires missiles,
casts a spell, receives a command action, when an
enemy unit within 7” has line of sight, or the owner
chooses to reveal it. When revealed, unit is on
Hold, with any facing. A hidden unit is not
obligated to use missile attacks while hidden.
Attacker receives full scenario points equal to cost
of unit for every unit he exits off the defender’s side.
Award Victory Points as follows:
Scenario Points
>= { 1200, 1500 }
>= { 600, 750 }
>= { 400, 500 }
> { 0, 0 }
= { 0, 0 }

Def.
1
2
3
4
5

Att.
5
4
3
2
1

3
3

End
conditions and victory points

Fig. 1

certain maps or must be paired with a specific map.
Army Build Points and Command Actions: This is how many points each player has to build his army,
and how many command actions he receives each turn. Each scenario has more than one set of points and
command actions, based on the round or Muster Card roll. In a campaign, the number of points available and
the costs of units may be modified by resources.
Description: Details of the scenario, including any unique features of the battle, as well as how Scenario Points
are to be calculated.
End Conditions: Specifies when the scenario is concluded. If a scenario states that a particular player may
surrender, this means that he can surrender and then Scenario Points are calculated as normal; the player
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surrendering may, in fact, earn a draw (but can never win).
If the scenario does not specify that a player may surrender, he is still allowed to forfeit, but is considered to
have received a decisive loss, and his opponent a decisive victory.
Victory Point Calculation: Lists the number of VPs each player earns based on Scenario Points. A player is
deemed to have won a decisive victory if he receives 5 VPs; a marginal victory if he receives 4 VPs; a draw if
he earns 3 VPs; a marginal loss if he gets 2 VPs; and a decisive loss if he gets 1 VP.

Map Cards
Map Cards (See figure 2) combine with Scenario Cards (and sometimes Special Situation Cards) to create the
conditions under which each battle takes place. Map Cards are grouped into sets 1-6 with letters A-E in each
set, e.g. the Maps 1A through 1E form a set. Each Map Card represents a standard battlefield (30” by 36”) and
shows the terrain (if any) and deployment zones of the battlefield. The key specifies what each terrain feature is
(forest, hill, swamp, etc.). Lettered terrain features may offer bonus points or deployment options depending on
the Scenario Card being used.

Kingdom Build Sheet

Terrain objectives

B
A: Hill (2 Levels)
B: Forest

Defender Deployment Zone

A

Attacker Deployment Zone

Battlefield

1B

Terrain description

Map number

Fig. 2
The Kingdom Build Sheet shows all of the resources that you will be able to purchase for your kingdom when
playing a campaign.
Rectangles represent unique resources. Each player may have at most one of these resources in his kingdom.
Resources do not run out, so each player may have their own.
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Ovals represent resources that a player can purchase multiple times for cumulative benefits. Note that each
player may only purchase one of a given resource per turn; a player could purchase both a Watchtower and an
Outpost in the same turn, but not two Watchtowers.
Arrows between resources illustrate which resources are prerequisites. A player must already have all of the
prerequisites that are indicated in order to purchase a resource. For example, in order to purchase the Forge, a
player must already own both the Market and the Mine.
All resources on the Kingdom Build Sheet follow a common format. Beneath the name, a short summary of
the effect that the resource has is described. Most resources will allow a player to build a more effective army
in the Muster Phase of the campaign, but some resources have other effects. At the bottom, the cost of the
resource is shown. This is the amount of gold the player must spend in order to purchase it. (For a complete
explanation of the effect of each resource, see the Kingdom Resource Summary section of the rules.)

Score Sheet
Each player keeps track of their resources, gold, and VPs for a campaign on a Score Sheet.
Assign a Player # to each player. This is useful for keeping track of byes, and for recording in the opponent
section of the score sheet.
For a given round, the Starting Gold and Starting Victory Points column will match the End Gold an
End Victory Points columns of the previous round.
In the Purchased Resources column write in the resources you are buying that round (if any). Add up the cost of
all resources you are buying and record that number in the Cost column.
The Opponent column is used to record which player you are facing this round. Write “Bye” if you are
receiving a bye. Otherwise, record the player # and name of your opponent.
After the battle, write the number of Victory Points you received in the Result VPs column.
Determine how much gold you will earn as a result of this round’s base income (see Record Keeping Phase for
details), as well as any additional income from owning a Smelter or Saw Mill, from the Scavenger character,
or from receiving aid from an ally using a Harbor. Record your total income in the Earn column.
Total up your gold by adding your Starting Gold and Earned Gold and subtracting the Cost, and record that
number in this round’s End Gold column. Write the same number in next round’s Starting Gold column.
Finally, add the Starting VPs and Result VPs columns, and record the total in the End VPs column.
Immediately copy the same number into next round’s Starting VPs column.
To see what resources you have available, simply look at all the buildings recorded in all the rows of your
Purchased Resources column.

Starting a Campaign
Before the first round can be played, the following steps must be performed in order:
Players decide whether they will be playing a conquest or a team campaign (conquest is the default). If playing
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a team campaign, players divide as evenly as possible into two teams.
Players decide how many rounds the campaign will last. A standard campaign is 10 rounds.
Players choose which faction they will play. This will be considered their Primary Faction. More than one
player may choose the same faction, provided they each have copies of that faction’s Battleground: Fantasy
Warfare decks. Unless using the optional rule allowing it, a player may not choose Monsters and Mercenaries
as their faction.
If there are an odd number of players, determine and record in what order the players will be receiving byes.
On a round by round basis, players may swap their bye week with another player in response to scheduling considerations, but a player should not to take a bye if he has already taken one more than any other player.
Fill in the starting information on each player’s score sheet. Each player starts with a Farm.

Phases of a Round
A round consists of 5 phases, which are played in order:
1. Set Up
2. Battle Selection
3. Muster
4. Battle
5. Record Keeping
Note: If a player receives a bye in a round, it is as if he is not in the campaign at all until the Record Keeping
Phase is reached. He does not exist for the purposes of campaign standings, etc., but he may buy resources for
his kingdom.
In the Battle Selection and Record Keeping phases, certain actions will be performed in order of campaign
standings or reverse order of campaign standings. Campaign standings are determined by players’ current VPs.
Randomly determine order for tied players.
Players that are lower in the standings gain the advantage of being able to perform certain actions first (most
notably choosing battles). This helps keep all players in contention to win the campaign.

Phase 1: Set Up
Each player spends gold to purchase new resources, and records them in the Purchased Resources column of
their score sheet. These resources (along with resources purchased in previous rounds) are immediately
available to help the player win that round’s battle.
Resources are purchased simultaneously. Each player records their purchases on their score sheet and then
reveals them when everyone is done.
If one or more players own a Tavern, determine which characters they receive (see the Tavern entry in the
Resources section for details).
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Determine which Scenario Cards are eligible to be used this round. In a normal campaign, Scenario Cards with
a red square next to their name are eligible to be used in rounds 1-3; those with a blue circle are eligible to be
used in rounds 4-7; and those with a green triangle may be used in rounds 8-10. Cards with multiple shapes
next to their name are eligible to be used in all corresponding rounds.
Put all the Scenario and Special Situation Cards that are eligible to be used during the current round in a pile
and shuffle. Then deal out one card for each pair of players, plus one. For example, if the campaign has six
players, deal out four cards.
If a Special Situation Card is dealt, then deal another Scenario Card on top of it (ignore any further Special
Situation cards dealt onto the first); the two cards together comprise the Scenario. For each Special Situation,
roll a die to determine which of the three possibilities applies to the current battle.
Next, determine which Map cards are eligible to be used this round. Note that in the bottom right hand corner,
each map is identified by a number and letter combination (e.g. ‘3B’). For the first 6 rounds of the campaign,
select the maps with the corresponding number (e.g., in round 3, you would use cards 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D, 3E, and
3F). For later rounds, roll a die to determine which set of Map Cards are used.
Note that some Scenario Cards specify directly beneath the title that they cannot be paired with a particular Map
Card. If an illegal combination is dealt, move the Map Card to the next unused Scenario Card, and then deal a
new Map Card to the go with the original Scenario Card. In order to avoid the possibility of a Scenario Card
not having any legal Map Cards left that can be paired with it, you should deal Map Cards to the Scenario Cards
that have specific Map Card requirements first.
The combination of a Scenario Card and a Map Card (and possibly a Special Situation), is known as a battle.
To read a Scenario Card, whenever you see numeric values inside of brackets, use the number whose color
corresponds to the round that you are playing. For example, a Scenario Card may say that the Attacker
receives { 3, 4, 5 } command actions per turn. This means that in a normal campaign, the Attacker would have
3 command actions per turn if the battle is being fought in rounds 1-3, 4 command actions per turn if the battle
is being fought in rounds 4-7, and 5 command actions per turn if the battle is being fought in rounds 8-10.

Phase 2: Battle Selection Phase
In reverse order of campaign standing, each player selects a battle. The first player to select a battle specifies
whether he will be the Attacker or the Defender at the time that he chooses; the second player to choose that
same battle will be the other side. Since there is one more battle available to choose from than will be fought,
as soon as there is exactly one battle that doesn’t have at least one player matched with it, discard thatbattle—
it is not eligible to be selected, and will not be fought. If a team campaign is being played, a player may only
choose to fight against a player from the other team, but no other modification is made; it is entirely possible
that one team will select the first several battles.

Phase 3: Muster Phase
Each pair of opponents should set up the terrain on the play surface to match the Map Card in their battle.
The Map Card depicts a scaled representation of the standard 36” x 30” battlefield, along with (in most cases)
the standard size and placed Deployment Zones (a couple of Maps have different Deployment Zones, so be sure
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to check.) Next, each player must build his army for the upcoming battle.
A player must observe the following constraints when building his army:
A player may not exceed the total number of points allotted by the Scenario Card after adjusting for any
relevant resources in his kingdom. For example, the Fortress grants an extra 100 army building points and
the Warehouse makes core units cheaper.
A player must recruit a minimum number of core units required by the Farm resource and may not recruit
non-core units or mercenaries unless he has the appropriate resources.
Several scenarios specify that no flying units are allowed. Even if a player has an Aerie he may not recruit
flying units for his army.

Phase 4: Battle Phase
All battles are fought using the latest version of the Battleground: Fantasy Warfare rules. The first player
begins the game in his Combat Phase, and the second player receives only half as many command actions as
normal (rounded up) on his first turn. Some Scenario Cards will specify whether the Attacker or Defender goes
first; otherwise, use the Basic Rules for determining this.
Some Scenario Cards will reward a player for having “sole possession” of a terrain objective. Only terrain
objectives that are identified with a letter on the Map Card count for this purpose. A player is considered toearn
sole possession of a terrain objective if at the end of any Movement and Command Phase he has at least one
unit more than half on the terrain and his opponent does not. It does not matter if the unit is engaged or not.
Mark the objective as belonging to that player; he continues to have possession of it even if he later vacates it,
unless and until his opponent takes possession of it in the same manner. For multi-level hills that are lettered on
the top-most level, disregard any lower levels of the hill for determining possession.
The Attacker must ensure that combat is initiated (either ranged or melee). If neither player is willing to
advance into range of the other, and both players are willing to let the battle end with no damage being inflicted
on the other, then the Defender receives a Marginal Victory—he will receive 4 VPs during the Record Keeping
Phase, while the Attacker will receive 2.
When the battle is over, award VPs according to the instructions on the Scenario Card. Note that each Scenario
Card has 5 possible outcomes:
1. Decisive Victory for A, Decisive Loss for B
2. Marginal Victory for A, Marginal Loss for B
3. Draw
4. Marginal Victory for B, Marginal Loss for A
5. Decisive Victory for B, Decisive Loss for A
A Draw results in both players receiving 3 VPs. A Marginal Victory earns a player 4 VPs and a Marginal Loss 2
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VPs. A Decisive Victory gains 5 VPs for the player, and a Decisive Loss 1 VP. All of these payouts, as well as
how to compute which payout each player receives, are listed at the bottom of each Scenario Card.

Phase 5: Record Keeping Phase
Give each player the number of VPs they earned in the battle. Players that received a bye get 3 VPs.
Roll 2d6 to determine the base number of gold each player receives (each player gets the same amount):

2-3: 		

5 gold

7: 		

7 gold

4-6: 		
8-10:

11-12:

6 gold
8 gold
9 gold

Each player records his income. The base number of gold may be modified by owning a Saw Mill or Smelter,
by receiving aid from allies in a team campaign via the Harbor, and by the Scavenger character.
Record final totals for End Gold and End VPs. If this is the last round of the campaign, a player receives an
additional VP for each Palace Expansion he has built.
If this was the end of the campaign (normally round 10), determine the winner:
In a Conquest campaign, the player with the most VPs is the winner. In a Team campaign, the side with the
most average number of VPs is the winner.
The tie-breaker is the number of unspent gold, again averaging for Team campaigns.
If still tied, players are co-winners.

Optional Rules
Any of these rules can be used if desired. They should be agreed to before the campaign starts.

Using Monsters and Mercenaries as your primary Faction
If all players agree, a player may select Monsters and Mercenaries as his faction. If this is done, the
Battleground: Fantasy Warfare optional rules for using factions other than Monsters and Mercenaries as a
Mercenary Faction should be used.

Using factions other than Monsters and Mercenaries as the Mercenary Faction
Players can agree to one of the following alternatives if they do not wish to use the Monsters and Mercenaries
faction as the Mercenary Faction for the campaign:
1. Simply select a different faction to be mercenaries. Follow the Battleground: Fantasy Warfare optional
rules for using other factions as mercenaries.
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2. In a Team campaign, each team can receive a different faction to act as mercenaries.

Opponent Diversity
It is possible that due to very unbalanced skill levels, or due to perceived advantages in particular army matchups, that players may find themselves matched up with the same opponents most rounds. This normally doesn’t
happen, but it is possible. If players wish to avoid this possibility, they can agree that no player is allowed to
choose a battle which would result in him fighting the same opponent as he did the previous round unless he has
no alternative.

Larger Playing Area
In the green rounds, the board can become congested. To alleviate this, in green rounds, add 3.5” to each side of
the board, and extend each deployment zone by 3.5” in each direction. Leave terrain where it was, so that if a
piece of terrain is shown on the Map Card as being right up against the edge of the board, it will now have a gap
of 3.5” between itself and the board edge.

Kingdom Resource Summary
Farm
Prerequisites: none
Cost: 0
Effect: Allows core units from the player’s Primary Faction to be recruited. The player must recruit a
minimum of { 3, 4, 5 } core units.
Note: Each player begins with only a Farm A player using the Umenzi Tribesmen as his Primary Faction may
use the Farm to recruit Shamans, but they do not count towards fulfilling the minimum core requirement.
Training Grounds
Prerequisites: Farm
Cost: 5 gold
Effect: +1 Discipline. The player with more Discipline receives 1 extra command card for each Discipline
he has in excess of his opponent. These cards are received after units are deployed, before issuing standing
orders or determining which player will take the first turn.
Note: A player may purchase multiple
Training Grounds.
Logging Camp
Prerequisites: Farm
Cost: 5 gold
Effect: Allows standard units (units that are neither core nor elite) from the player’s Primary Faction to be
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recruited.
Saw Mill
Prerequisites: Logging Camp
Cost: 5 gold
Effect: Gives one additional gold at the beginning of every Record Keeping Phase.
Note: If playing a 5-round campaign and doubling gold income each turn, Saw Mill gives 2 gold instead.
Watchtower
Prerequisites: Logging Camp
Cost: 3 gold
Effect: Gives +1 Foresight. The player with the least Foresight must deploy X units during the deployment
phase at the start of the battle, after determining who would deploy the first unit but before normal unit
deployment begins (X is the difference in the players’ Foresight levels).
Note: A player may purchase multiple Watchtowers.
Mine
Prerequisites: Farm
Cost: 5 gold
Effect: Allows elite units from the player’s Primary Faction to be recruited. The player may recruit a
maximum of
{ 1, 2, 2 } of each elite unit.
Smelter
Prerequisites: Mine
Cost: 5 gold
Effect: Gives one additional gold at the beginning of every Record Keeping Phase.
Note: If playing a 5-round campaign and doubling gold income each turn, Smelter gives 2 gold instead.
Outpost
Prerequisites: Mine
Cost: 2 gold
Effect: Gives +1 Intelligence. The player with the least Intelligence must assign X standing orders at the
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start of the battle, after determining who would issue the first order but before normal assigning of initial
standing orders (X is the difference in the players’ Intelligence levels).
Note: A player may purchase multiple Outposts.
Market
Prerequisites: Farm
Cost: 8 gold
Effect: Allows core mercenary units to be recruited. Mercenary units do not count towards fulfilling the
minimum core requirement of the Farm.
Palace Expansion
Prerequisites: Logging Camp, Mine, Market
Cost: 6 gold
Effect: Player receives +1 VP during the Record Keeping Phase of the last round of the campaign for each
Palace Expansion he owns.
Embassy
Prerequisites: Farm
Cost: 2 gold
Effect: At the beginning of the Muster Phase, the player may send up to { 30, 40, 50 } army points to an ally.
There is no limit to the number of allies you may distribute points to, or to the number of allies a single
player may receive points from.
Note: The Embassy is only used in Team campaigns.
Note: A player receiving a bye is treated as if he is not the campaign and thus may not activate his Embassy.
Harbor
Prerequisites: Farm
Cost: 2 gold
Effect: In the Setup Phase, before purchasing resources, the player may send a single gold to an ally. There
is no limit to the number of allies you may distribute gold to, or to the number of allies a single player may
receive gold from.
Note: The Harbor is only used in Team campaigns.
Note: A player receiving a bye is treated as if he is not the campaign and thus may not activate his Harbor.
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Bank
Prerequisites: Market
Cost: 7 gold
Effect: Core mercenary units count towards fulfilling the core unit requirement of the Farm.
Tavern
Prerequisites: Market
Cost: 6 gold
Effect: In the Setup Phase, after purchasing resources, each player with a Tavern randomly receives one of
the remaining characters in reverse order of campaign standing. No player may receive the same character.
If characters run out, remaining players with the Tavern receive 1 gold instead. Characters are not retained
from round to round—they are determined again each campaign round.
The characters are:
1. Strategist: Use in the Setup Phase.
Deal the normal number of Scenario and Map Cards. You have 5 minutes to rearrange them (match Map
Cards to Scenario Cards) any way you like, obeying any restrictions printed on Scenario Cards. Then,
you may discard one battle of your choosing.
2. Seer: Use in the Battle Selection Phase.
You may choose your battle first, as if you were in last place. If you would be choosing your battle first even
without the benefit of the Seer, you may also choose your opponent.
3. Recruiter: Use in the Muster Phase.
Gives { 45, 60, 75 } extra points.
4. Tactician: Use in the Battle Phase.
Gives Foresight { 4, 5, 6 }. Your opponent must write the first order. You choose who takes the first turn,
even if the Scenario Card specifies.
5. Scavenger: Use in Record Keeping Phase. Roll a die for each enemy unit you destroyed in the battle.
For each “1” rolled, receive an additional gold. The maximum gold received from the Scavenger in a
single round cannot exceed 4.
Barracks
Prerequisites: Logging Camp, Market
Cost: 8 gold
Effect: Allows standard mercenary units to be recruited.
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Mess Hall
Prerequisites: Barracks
Cost: 3 gold
Effect: Core and standard mercenary units may use their Mercenary Faction’s army ability without paying the
extra Command Action that is normally required for mercenary units.
Forge
Prerequisites: Mine, Market
Cost: 8 gold
Effect: Allows non-flying elite mercenary units to be recruited. The player may recruit a maximum of
{ 1, 2, 2 } of each non-flying elite mercenary unit.
Warehouse
Prerequisites: Bank
Cost: 9 gold
Effect: Core units (both from Primary Faction and mercenaries) that cost less than 100 points receive a 5 point
discount. Core units that cost 100 points or more receive a 10 point discount. This also applies to standard
units that count as core because a player owns a Keep.
Keep
Prerequisites: Barracks
Cost: 6 gold
Effect: In the Muster and Battle Phases, standard units from the player’s Primary Faction count as if they are
core for all purposes.
Note: In addition to allowing standard units to fulfill the minimum core unit requirement of the Farm, this also
allows standard units to be used as core units in scenarios that specify that a player must select a core unit
for a particular effect.
Aerie
Prerequisites: Forge
Cost: 5 gold
Effect: Allows flying elite mercenary units to be recruited. The player may recruit a maximum of { 1, 2, 2 } of
each flying elite mercenary unit.
Armory
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Prerequisites: Forge
Cost: 3 gold
Effect: Allows one additional elite unit of each kind to be recruited, beyond those allowed by the Forge.
This applies to both elite units from the player’s Primary Faction, as well as elite mercenary units.
Note: A player may purchase multiple
Armories.
Fortress
Prerequisites: Barracks, Forge
Cost: 12 gold
Effect: Receive 100 additional points to build army.
Mercenary Camp
Prerequisites: Barracks, Forge
Cost: 6 gold
Effect: Player may field the Mercenary Faction as his Primary Faction. If he does, he uses the Mercenary
Faction’s command card deck, army ability, etc. He may not use units from his Primary Faction, their army
ability or their command cards.
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5

Watch
Tower

Recruit Elite Units
5

Market
Recruit Core
Mercenary Units
8

Recruit Standard
Mercenaries
8

Mess Hall

Palace
Expansion

+1 gold per turn
5

2

Forge

+1 Victory Point
6

Mercenary
Camp

Core and Standard
Mercenaries don’t
use extra CA
3

OutPost
+1 Intelligence

Core Mercenaries
Fulfill Farm
Requirements
7

Hire Characters
6

Barracks

Smelter

Bank

Tavern

+1 Foresight
3

Mine

Recruit
Core Units
0

Embassy

Logging Camp

+1 Discipline
5

Farm

Recruit non-flying
Elite Mercenaries
8

Armory
1 extra of each type
of Elite Unit

Warehouse

3

Core Units
Discount
9

Use Mercenaries as
True Faction
6

Keep

Aerie

Standard Units
count as Core
6

Recruit flying Elite
Mercenaries
5

Each resource in
this shape may be
purchased once
per campaign by
each player

Fortress
Extra 100 points
12
10
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Each resource
in this shape may
be purchased once
per turn by each
player
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Opponent Result Earned
Gold

End
Gold

End
VP

